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Abstract. Traditional approaches to share cybersecurity information between Computer Security Incident Re-

sponse Teams (CSIRTs) about vulnerabilities, weaknesses, attackers, methods and types of attacks are mostly 

based on secure email exchanges, verbal communication, and posts to the security related web sites. Modern 

approaches, however, require standardized and automated exchange and processing of such information using 

well defined terms, protocols (and the legislation in the case of cross-border exchanges) to achieve the fast 

understanding of attacker’s intent and quick and effective response. The proposed paper reviews main proto-

cols and formats for intruder and incident description and information exchange. The main section of this pa-

per focuses on the Incident Object Description Exchange Format (IODEF) and its extensions. IODEF is a 

format for representing computer security information commonly exchanged between CSIRTs. It provides an 

XML format for exchanging cyber security information about hosts, networks and services running on the 

systems with possibilities to understand attack methodology, impact of the attacker’s activities and more. 
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1 Introduction 

Proper, timely, and effective reaction to cyber-attacks requires overall situational awareness and the correct in-

formation in the right place at the right time. Information acquired from sensors, operating systems, security 

network devices, on the one side, and security professionals and organizations, on the other one, may suffer from 

insufficient cybersecurity information exchange. Common, standardized, community and industry accepted 

protocols are required to accomplish vision of automated, real time, secure, and trustworthy information ex-

change between CSIRTs. 

Cyber security is a challenging area where a standalone organization does not have all the knowledge to form the 

global situational awareness. The only solution of the problem is to share cybersecurity information with the 

trusted partners and communities. Such information exchange is beneficial for all the participants because they 

can better analyze actual situation, correlate ongoing malicious activities, and make effective counteractions to 

stop the threat. Even if the organization is not currently under attack, possibility of attack is still present and 

cyber security information exchange helps address the threat in early (preparation) stages. 

2 Background 

If we look at the standardization organizations and their influence in the cyber security phenomena, message 

transport standards are de facto IETF TCP/IP, message format standards used are ISO/W3C XML, message 

protection standards are W3C XML-sig / -enc, and message content standards are de facto adopted from MITRE 

CVE, CPE, CCE, CWE …  

Now let us look at the activities of main standardization bodies in more detail. Internet Engineering Task 

Force - IETF published RFC 5070 - The Incident Object Description Exchange Format in addition to message 

transport protocol (TCP/IP in both versions V.4 and V.6). The purpose of IODEF is to define a common data 

format for the description, archiving, and exchange of information about incidents between CSIRTs (Computer 

Security Incident Response Teams), including alert, incident in investigation, archiving, statistics, reporting, etc. 

(1) extended by RFC 5901, RFC 6684, RFC 6685. The second relevant activity is RFC 6545 - Real-time Inter-

network Defence (RID), which outlines a proactive inter-network communication method to facilitate sharing 

incident-handling data while integrating existing detection, tracing, source identification, and mitigation mecha-

nisms for a complete incident-handling solution.  The combination of these capabilities in a communication 

system provides the way to achieve higher security levels on networks.  Policy guidelines for  incidents handling 

are recommended and can be agreed upon by a consortium using the security recommendations and considera-



tions (2). The application-layer protocol for RID based upon the passing of RID messages over HTTP/TLS is 

defined in RFC 6546(3). 

Joint Technical Committee ISO /IEC JTC 1 Information technology, Subcommittee SC 27 for IT Security 

techniques relevant facts are mainly covered in ISO/IEC 27k series. ISO/IEC 27000:2012 describes the overview 

and the vocabulary of information security management systems, which forms the subject of the ISMS family of 

standards and defines related terms and definitions (4). ISO/IEC 27010:2012 provides control and guidance 

specifically related to initiating, implementing, maintaining, and improving information security in inter-

organizational and inter-sector communications for large and medium-sized organizations. ISO/IEC 27035:2011 

provides a structured and planned approach with the aim to: 

 detect, report, and assess information security incidents, 

 respond to and manage information security incidents, 

 detect, assess, and manage information security vulnerabilities, and 

 continuously improve information security and incident management as a result of managing information 

security incidents and vulnerabilities. 

International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) cyber security 

relevant work is under X-series of standards; to name some of them1 -  ITU-T  X.1205 Overview of cyber securi-

ty (5), ITU-T X.1500 - Overview of cyber security information Exchange (6). There are also new activities2 such 

as X.cee - Common event expression and X.sisnego - Framework of security information sharing negotiation 

under TAP (Traditional Approval Process). Recommendation on common event expression (CEE) standardizes 

the way computer events are described, logged, and exchanged. By using CEE's common language and syntax, 

enterprise-wide log management, correlation, aggregation, auditing, and incident handling can be performed 

more efficiently and produce better results. The primary goal is to standardize the representation and exchange of 

logs from electronic systems. CEE breaks the recording and exchanging of logs into four (4) components: the 

event taxonomy, log syntax, log transport, and logging recommendations. X.sisnego - Framework of security 

information sharing negotiation provides a framework for security information sharing negotiation on security 

information sharing between cyber security entities such as information requesters and information providers. 

This recommendation defines functional requirements and a reference model for security information sharing 

negotiation, conceptual data modelling of security information sharing agreement (SSA), security information 

sharing policy (SSP) and SSA negotiation process.  

The MITRE Corporation (7) - a not-for-profit (US) organization creates de facto cyber security message con-

tent standards such as: 

 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE®), Common Platform Enumeration (CPE®), Common Con-

figuration Enumeration (CCE™), Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC™), 

Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE™), 

 Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL®), Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Infor-

mation (TAXII™), Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX™), Cyber Observable Expression 

(CybOX™), Malware Attribute Enumeration and Characterization (MAEC™), Common Event Expression 

(CEE™), Common Weakness Scoring System (CWSS™) Common Weakness Risk Analysis Framework 

(CWRAF™). 

To conclude, a list of organizations participating in security and cyber security related research and standardi-

zation will not be complete without mentioning European Committee for Standardization (CEN), European 

Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC),  European Computer Manufacturers Association 

(ECMA), European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engi-

neers (IEEE), Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET), International Telecommunications Union (ITU), 

Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and many other individual 

researchers at universities. 

In such a complex space of activities around the globe with common intent to face cyber treats, attacks, or 

even cyber war, there are different approaches to choose from. We need a common platform to describe and 

share cyber security-related information and, in the reality, adopters - vendors and customers will choose which 

                                                           
1The recommendations and Supplements under responsibility of this Question as of December 1st, 2012: 

X.1205, X.1206, X.1207, X.1209, X.1303, X.1500, X.1500.1, X.1520, X.1521, X.1524, X.1528, X.1528.1, 
X.1528.2, X.1528.2, X.1528.3, X.1528.4, X.1541, X.1570, X.1580, X.1581, X.Suppl.8, X.Suppl.9, and 
X.Suppl.10. 

2Texts under development: X.1526 (X.oval), X.1544 (X.capec), X.abnot, X.bots, X.cce, X.cee, X.cee.1, X.cee.2, 
X.cee.3, X.cee.4, X.cee.5, X.csi, X.csmc, X.cwss, X.cybex-beep, X.cybex-tp, X.eipwa, X.maec, X.oval, 
X.sisnego, and X.trm. 



standard will or will not be commonly accepted. The rest of the paper will focus on the IODEF, the initiative of 

Internet Engineering Task Force for cyber security information exchange. 

3 IODEF 

The definition of IODEF was published as RFC 5070 in December 2007 as the response to need for formalized 

exchange of cyber security information between CSIRTs and to enhance their operational capabilities and situa-

tional awareness. Structured format provided by the IODEF allows for: 

 increased automation in processing of incident data, since the resources of security analysts to parse free-

form textual documents will be reduced; 

 decreased effort in normalizing similar data (even when highly structured) from different sources; and 

 a common format on which to build interoperable tools for incident handling and subsequent analysis, spe-

cifically when data comes  from multiple constituencies (1). 

Since 2007, RFC 5070 was extended by: 

1. RFC 6684 - This document is designed to give guidance on the extension of IODEF, especially for those 

extension authors who may be new to the IETF process. 

2. RFC 6685 Expert Review for Incident Object Description Exchange Format (IODEF) Extensions in IANA 

XML Registry. 

3. RFC 5901 Extensions to the IODEF-Document Class for Reporting Phishing. These extensions are flexible 

enough to support information gleaned from activities throughout the entire electronic fraud cycle -- from 

receipt of the phishing lure to the disablement of the collection site.  Both simple reporting and complete fo-

rensic reporting are possible, as is consolidating multiple incidents. 

Because the IODEF is used and new requirements for information exchange are specified, there are some 

proposed changes and extensions based on http://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/active/ : 

1. IODEF Enumeration Reference Format draft-montville-mile-enum-reference-format-023. 

2. Digital Forensics Extension for IODEF draft-inacio-mile-forensics-014.  

3. IODEF-extension to support structured cybersecurity information draft-ietf-mile-sci-06.txt5. 

3.1 IODEF specification 

The top level class in the IODEF data model is the IODEF-Document (Fig. 1Error! Reference source not 

found.) with required attributes version and lang, optional attribute formatid and one or more Incident classes. 

 

Fig. 1. IODEF-document class 

Incident class (Error! Reference source not found.) carry important information about the incident’s date 

and time related information, description, assessment, method, contact, event data and history.  

                                                           
3 http://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-montville-mile-enum-reference-format/ 
4 http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-inacio-mile-forensics-01 
5 http://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-mile-sci/?include_text=1 



 

Fig. 2. Incident class 

IncidentID is a tracking number assigned during generation of an IODEF-Document and ReportTime is time 

when the incident was reported. Assessment and Contact classes describe impact of the incident and information 

about the parties involved in the incident. The example of a very simple IODEF-Document is on Fig. 3. Assess-

ment class can specify impact of incident (Impact, TimeImpact, MonetaryImpact), Conter, Confidence and Addi-

tionalData and Contact class is formed by ContactName, Describtion, RegistryHandle, PostalAddress, Email, 

Telephone, Fax, Timezone and AdditionalData. Both classes have just a few mandatory attributes and other 

fields making the document small and easy to create. 

In the real situation, IODEF-document structure is more complex than simplified example on Fig. 6 and more 

specific data about the incident are included using EventData class Fig. 3. 



 

Fig. 3. EventData class 

The EventData class describes the incident in detail. In addition to the AssesmentType described before there 

is the Method for describing the technique used by the intruder in the event. The Method consists of the Refer-

ence where name, URL and description can be used or the Description and the AdditionalData. Another im-

portant part of EventData is the Flow class used for a description of the systems or networks involved. The Flow 

defines one or more System classes. 

The systems or networks represented by this class are categorized according to the role they played in the in-

cident through the category attribute.  The value of this category attribute dictates the semantics of the aggregat-

ed classes in the System class.  If the category attribute has a value of "source," then the aggregated classes de-

note the machine and service from which the activity is originating.  With a category attribute value of "target" 

or "intermediary", then the machine or service is the one targeted in the activity.  A value of "sensor" dictates 

that this System was part of an instrumentation to monitor the network (1). 

The Expectation class has four attributes and Description, Contact, start and end time. Important attributes are 

severity (low, medium, high) and the Action – classifies the type of action requested (noting, contact-source-site, 

contact-target-site, investigate, block-host, rate-limit-network etc.) 

The Record class is a container class for log and audit data that provides evidence data acquired from analyz-

ers and network monitors about the incident.  

To conclude with the description of an IODEF-document, all of the aggregated classes Contact and EventData 

are optional in the schema, but at least one of these aggregated classes MUST be present. 

3.2 Proposed extensions of IODEF 

The following chapter discuses some proposed extensions and changes to RFC 5070 definition of the IODEF. 

Those proposed extensions are in the process of standardization and may be changed or canceled.  The purpose 

of this chapter is to show possible future modifications of the IODEF. 

The first modification of the IODEF is the IODEF Enumeration Reference Format (draft-montville-mile-

enum-reference-format-026). The Incident Object Description Exchange Format [IODEF] provides a Reference 

class used to reference external entities (such as enumeration identifiers).  However, the method of external enti-

ty identification has been left unstructured. This becomes problematic when specific references, especially enu-

merations such as CEE, CVE, CCE, and so on, are referenced - how is an implementer to know which type of 

reference this is, and thus how to parse it? One solution, presented here, is to require that ReferenceName follow 

a particular format.  



 

Fig. 4. Original version of the Reference class 

The proposal is that the format of the ReferenceName MUST follow the form of id_type:version:id, where: 

 id_type is an IANA-registered type having the form <Abbreviation>, 

 version is an IANA-registered type having the form <Version>, 

 id is the actual enumeration identifier string. 

 

The second modification of the IODEF is Digital Forensics Extension for IODEF (draft-inacio-mile-forensics-

016). This extension to the IODEF (RFC 5070) is designed to aid in the sharing and dissemination of digital 

forensics information. The goal is to allow a tool independent format to share information between organizations 

focused on digital forensics: drive images, file carving, metadata, and related hashes.  As with the IODEF and its 

extensions, it is defined using XML. 

Forensic data will be stored in the EventData class – AdditionalData class as a separate DigitalForensics class 

with definition of types for device/source information, hash information, byte run and file object information. 

The class definition is not in final stage and XML schema needs some time to be finished.  

The third modification of the IODEF is the IODEF-extension to support structured cybersecurity information 

(draft-ietf-mile-sci-06.txt6). This document extends the Incident Object Description Exchange Format (IODEF) 

defined in RFC 5070 [RFC5070] to exchange enriched cybersecurity information among cybersecurity entities 

and facilitate their operations.  It provides the capability of embedding structured information, such as identifier 

and XML-based information Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. IODEF extensions 

Because the IODEF does not have enough structures to effectively describe cybersecurity operations, such in-

formation is provided in unstructured way and automatic processing and proper understanding of it is problemat-

ic. This modification defines AttackPattern, EventReport, Platform, Remediation, Scoring, Verification, Vulner-

ability and Weakness classes to support cybersecurity operations.  



To give some idea of the modifications let’s look at the Weakness class describing the weakness of incidents 

or events. The class has SpecID, ext-SpecID and WeaknessID attributes, where SpecID is required and has value 

defined in Malware Metadata Exchange Format 1.26 and WeaknessID is optional and is an identifier of a weak-

ness. Aggregate class RawData is XMLDATA.  A complete document that is formatted according to the specifi-

cation and its version is identified by the SpecID/ext-SpecID. The Reference class allows an IODEF document to 

include a link to a structured information instead of directly embedding it into a RawData. Platform class identi-

fies a software platform and Scoring class describes the scores of the severity in terms of security. 

4 Example of use 

An IODEF document (without all the mandatory parts) can be simple as the one shown Fig. 6 but in real scenar-

io, it is full of EventData, Method, Contact and more. To give you an example of real use, let’s use scenario, 

where the attacker started recon action against victims in the protected organization Fig. 7. 

 

Cyber security management system (CSMS) with IODEF formatted information exchange between participat-

ing entities is the core of the system. The area of the interest consists of a group of devices in protected organiza-

tion. Public internet connects potential attackers and potential victims located in protected localities and is also a 

place for variety of security detectors and analyzers. 

                                                           
6 http://standards.ieee.org/develop/indconn/icsg/mmdef.html 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-2"?> 

<iodef:IODEF-Document lang="EN" version=”1.00” xmlns:iodef="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:iodef-1.0" 

xmlns:xsi = "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:iodef-1.0 file:///C:/temp/iodef.xsd"> 

 <iodef:Incident purpose="reporting"> 

  <iodef:IncidentID name="Spam201303040010"/> 

  <iodef:ReportTime>2013-03-04T09:00:08</iodef:ReportTime> 

  <iodef:Assessment> 

   <iodef:Impact>Mailbox overload</iodef:Impact> 

   <iodef:Confidence rating="high"></iodef:Confidence> 

  </iodef:Assessment> 

  <iodef:Contact role="admin" type="person"> 

   <iodef:ContactName>Julius Barath</iodef:ContactName> 

   <iodef:Description>Department of Informatics</iodef:Description> 

  </iodef:Contact> 

 </iodef:Incident> 

</iodef:IODEF-Document> 

Fig. 6. Simple IODEF document 
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Fig. 7. Example scenario 

The attacker from IP 10.10.10.1 starts to scan potential victims of later attack with IP addresses 192.168.0.1 

and 192.168.0.21. Local security detectors and analyzers monitor data traffic travelling via important gateways 

and generate the IODEF formatted Incidents (IncidentsID 2101, 2102) received by CSMS. The Incidents mes-

sages have StartTime and EventData filled. From EventData – Flow we know what systems and services are 

involved in the attack. 

Such Incidents and logs from victim devices are automatically stored and processed by Cyber security analyst. 

The analyst correlates incidents with IncidentsID 2101, 2102 and logs from victim hosts, create new Incident 

with IncidentID 201303079000 and fill Assesment, Method and additional EventData records. 

Cyber ops specialists process and interpret Incident with IncidentID 201303079000, identify its nature and 

correlate it with other cyber activities, append History- Action records, and take the actions. In this example 

scenario security device is configured to block attacker’s IP and owner of attacker’s domain is contacted and 

notified about suspicious reconnaissance activities. 

5 Conclusion 

As it is mentioned in the ITU-T SG17 motivation section “Cyber attacks continue to be widespread and they 

cause a complex range of problems to users, service providers, operators and networks. Countering cyber attacks 

by technical means requires development of frameworks and requirements for detecting and protecting against 

cyber attacks; mitigating and recovering from their effects; and exchanging cybersecurity information.” 

IODEF is an XML-based language developed for exchanging cybersecurity information between CSIRTs. 

RFC 5070 was published in 2007 utilizing the definition and XML schema as structured and portable mechanism 

for exchange of information about cybersecurity incidents. Later some extensions were proposed. IODEF as a 

structured incident information expression language helps exchange information between CSIRTs in a formal-

ized manner. 

The structure of the language allows to formalize outputs of security-related programs and appliances, corre-

late them with other outputs, and then process them by security specialists. Specialists will be able to quickly 



reuse historical information about past incidents and more properly define attackers’ intents and propose courses 

of actions. 

A common format of cybersecurity information will also help share cybersecurity knowledge between organi-

zations, allowing them to proactively mitigate or eliminate cybersecurity threats and use past data for learning, 

training, or simulation of future cyber campaigns. 
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